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We discuss the stability of the steady state solutions for an isentropic
hydrodynamic model of semiconductors of two species. We consider not only the
mass and momentum equations for electrons, but also those two equations for
holes. The recombination effects between electrons and holes are taken into con-
sideration as well. We study the case where the doping profile is close to zero and
depends on the spacial variable x. We shall show that steady state solutions are
asymptotically stable.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We consider the stability of steady state solutions for an isentropic
hydrodynamic model of semiconductors of two species. The initial value
problem we discuss is given by
nt+(nu)x=&R(n, h), (1.1)
ht+(hv)x=&R(n, h), (1.2)
(nu)t+(nu2+ p(n))x=n,x&
nu
{n
&uR(n, h), (1.3)
(hv)t+(hv2+ p(h))x=&h,x&
hv
{h
&vR(n, h), (1.4)
,xx=n&h&D(x), (1.5)
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with the initial data
(n, h, u, v)(x, 0)=(no , ho , uo , vo)(x). (1.6)
Equations (1.1) and (1.2) represent the conservation of mass for electrons
and holes, respectively, and the equations (1.3) and (1.4) represent the
conservation of momentum. Equation (1.5) accounts for the recombina-
tion-generation effect. Since the energy equation is not included, the system
(1.1)(1.5) is known as the isentropic model for two species.
In the above system, (n, u) and (h, v) are densities and velocities for
electrons and holes, respectively. The recombination-generation term R is
assumed to have the form (the Shockley-Read-Hall model) [5]
R(n, h)=Q(n, h)(nh&1), (1.7)
where Q is a bounded and locally Lipschitz continuous function on
R+_R+. In this paper we restrict our discussion to the case where Q is a
positive constant. The results also hold for the case where Q is a positive
function. In the above system, {n and {h are the momentum relaxation
times for electrons and holes, respectively. We make the assumptions that {n
and {h are equal constants. To simplify the proof we set them to one in what
follows. The case in which {n and {h are not equal constants will be discussed
in the future. p(n) and p(h) are the pressures for electrons and holes, respec-
tively. We assume that p is a smooth function and p$>0. In (1.5) D(x) is the
doping profile. We assume the following conditions for D(x):
(D-1) max[ |D(x)| : x # R]<Do .
(D-2) lim
x  \
D(x)=D\ , where D\(D+ {D&)
(1.8)
are positive constants.
(D-3) D$(x), D"(x) # L1(R).
Here Do>0 will be chosen later in Section 2.
As stated in the beginning of this section, the goal of this paper is to
prove the stability of steady state solutions. For this purpose we assume the
following form of solutions
n=n
*
+N+ns ,
h=h
*
+H+hs ,
j=j
*
+J+ js ,
k=k
*
+K+ks ,
,x=,*x+8x+,sx ,
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where the variables with subscript s are the steady state solutions, the
variables with capital letters govern the main dynamics of solutions, and
the variables with asterisk are error variables. The properties of steady
state solutions are given in Section 2. The variables with capital letters will
satisfy (3.2)(3.4). We can reduce (3.2)(3.4) to a single second order
equation for 8x and then obtain the explicit form of solutions for these
variables. We often encounter the zero integral assumption and the
L2-assumption on the integrated variable in the proof of the stability of
traveling wave solutions. Using the explicit form, we are able to avoid these
assumptions.
Recently the hydrodynamic model of semiconductors has received much
attention because it turns out to be a finer model than the classical drift
diffusion model. Results have been obtained in various literatures. Most of
the discussions are on the model of one species, which considers the effect
of the electrons only; see [25, 7, 9, 13, 15, 16, 19]. However, because in
a typical semiconductor, most of the electrons are valence electrons, they
are responsible for the chemical compound of the semiconductor crystal.
When an electron leaves the crystal, we may imagine a ‘‘hole’’ to account
for the absence of this election. For this reason the effect of the ‘‘holes’’ in
the valence band should also be taken into consideration. Considering the
effect of the holes, we derive the equations (1.1)(1.5), which is usually
known as the isentropic model for two species. Fang and Ito [6] show the
existence of weak solutions to the system (1.1)(1.5) in the transonic case
using the vanishing viscosity argument. Natalini [18] considered the
relation between the bipolar hydrodynamic model for semiconductors and
the drift-diffusion equations. In this paper, we show the existence of the
strong solutions and then discuss the asymptotic stability of the steady
state solutions.
The basic approach for the system (1.1)(1.6) is similar to that in [9]
and [19], which discuss the isentropic and non-isentropic case for one
species. However, compared with the one species case, the isentropic two
species case is more difficult. due to the fact that the mass equations are
‘‘coupled’’ by the recombination-generation term R(n, h) and therefore, the
mass equations are not conserved. Hence we do not have nice properties as
the one species case. This affects the choice of the integrated variable and
makes the energy method more complicated.
There are four sections in this paper. In Section 2 we show the existence
of the steady state solutions and then discuss their properties. In Section 3,
the main result of this paper is stated in Theorem 3.1. In Section 4 we show
the existence of the local solution and the a priori estimate for the global
solution using the energy method.
Notations. We list the notations we use in this paper.
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Bl (R) The space of l-times bounded differentiable functions on R.
L p(R) The Lebesgue space over R with norm | } |p (1p). For
L2(a, b) we use & }&. We also use the following convention:
|a, b, c, d |p # |a| p+|b|p+|c| p+|d |p , where a, b, c, d # L p(R).
Hk (R) The L2-sense Sobolev space over R of order k with norm & }&k
(k0). Note that & }&=& }&0 . We also use the following convention:
&a, b, c, d&k #&a&k+&b&k+&c&k+&d&k , where a, b, c, d # Hk (R).
C l (I; Hk (R))] The space of l-times continuously differentiable
functions on I (an interval in [0,)) with values in Hk (R).
L2(I; Hk (R)) The space of L2 functions on I with values in H k (R).
2. STEADY STATE SOLUTIONS
In this section we show the existence of steady state solutions for the
system (1.1)(1.5) and then discuss their properties under the assumption
that D(x) is close to zero.
The steady state solution to the system (1.1)(1.5) satisfies
jsx=&Rs , (2.1)
ksx=&Rs , (2.2)
\j
2
s
ns
+ p(ns)+x=ns,sx& js&
js
ns
Rs , (2.3)
\k
2
s
hs
+ p(hs)+x=&hs,sx&ks&
ks
hs
Rs , (2.4)
,sxx=ns&hs&D(x), (2.5)
where
js=nsus,
ks=hsvs ,
Rs=Q(nshs&1).
Subtracting (2.2) from (2.1) and integrating over x we have
js=ks+ms , (2.6)
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where ms is a constant. We study the case where ms is close to zero. This
condition is necessary. Otherwise the contraction mapping theorem can not
be applied to obtain the unique existence of the solution for the system
(2.1)(2.5).
From (2.6) js can be expressed by ks . Hence the unknown variables for
the system (2.1)(2.5) are ks , ns , hs and ,sx . Let
ns=rs+1, (2.7)
hs=qs+1.
We rewrite the system (2.1)(2.5) as follows,
ksx=&Qrs&Qqs+ f1 ,
rsx=&Anks+
ms An Q
ns
rs+
msAnQ
ns
qs+An ,sx+ f2 ,
(2.8)
qsx=&Ahks&Ah,sx+ f3 ,
,sxx=rs&qs+ f4 ,
where
An(ns , ks)=\ p$(ns)&(ks+ms)
2
n2s +
&1
,
Ah(hs , ks)=\ p$(hs)&k
2
s
h2s +
&1
,
f1=&Qrsqs ,
(2.9)
f2=An \rs,sx&ms+Qns ks(rsqs+rs+qs)+
ms Q
ns
rsqs+ ,
f3=Ah \&qs,sx+Qhs ks(rsqs+rs+qs)+ ,
f4=&D(x).
Lemma 2.1. For each given positive =, there exist positive constants mo
and Do such that for each |ms |mo and |D(x)|Do , we have a unique
solution ks , rs , qs , ,sx # B3(R) for the system (2.8)(2.9) satisfying
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|ksxxx , ksxx , ksx , ks | =, (2.10)
|rsxxx , rsxx , rsx , rs | =, (2.11)
|qsxxx , qsxx , qsx , qs | =, (2.12)
|,sxxxx , ,sxxx , ,sxx , ,sx |=. (2.13)
Proof. From (2.9) An is a function of ns , ks and Ah is a function of
hs , ks . Let
A n=An(1, 0)=( p$(1)&m2s )
&1,
A h=Ah(1, 0)=( p$(1))&1,
and
f 1=f1 ,
f 2=f2&(An&A n) ks+\msAnQns &msA nQ+ rs
+\msAnQns &msA n Q+ qs+(An&A n) ,sx , (2.14)
f 3=f3&(Ah&A h) ks&(Ah&A h) ,sx ,
f 4=f4 .
Then the system (2.9)(2.10) becomes
\
ks
rs
qs
,sx+x=\
0
&A n
&A h
0
&Q
msA nQ
0
1
&Q
msA nQ
0
&1
0
A n
&A h
0 +\
ks
rs
qs
,sx++\
f 1
f 2
f 3
f 4+ .
(2.15)
Let
U=\
ks
rs
qs
,sx+ ,
A=\
0
&A n
&A h
0
&Q
msA nQ
0
1
&Q
ms A nQ
0
&1
0
A n
&A h
0 +
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and
f =\
f 1
f 2
f 3
f 4+ .
Equation (2.15) can be written as
dU
dx
=AU+ f. (2.16)
It is easy to show that the eigenvalues of A have nonzero real parts,
provided that ms is sufficiently small. So if E+ denotes the projection
corresponding to the eigenvalues of A of positive real parts and let E&=
I&E+ , then from the result of Hale [8] and Henry [10] the solution of
(2.16) satisfies
U(x)=|
x
+
eA(x&s)E+ f (U(s)) ds+|
x
&
eA(x&s)E& f (U(s)) ds,
for all x # R. We consider the iteration given by
Un+1=|
x
+
eA(x&s)E+ f (Un) ds+|
x
&
eA(x&s)E& f (Un) ds, (2.17)
where n # Z and Z denotes the set of all non-negative integer numbers.
Applying the contraction mapping theorem, it is easy to show that there
exists a unique solution for (2.8)(2.9), satisfying (2.10)(2.13).
Corallary 2.2. For each given positive =, there exist positive constants
mo and Do such that for each |ms |mo and |D(x)|Do , we have a unique
solution js , ks , rs , qs , ,sx # B3(R) for (2.1)(2.5) satisfying
| jsxxx , jsxx , jsx , js | =, (2.18)
|ksxxx , ksxx , ksx , ks | =, (2.19)
|nsxxx , nsxx , nsx , ns&1| =, (2.20)
|hsxxx , hsxx , hsx , hs&1| =, (2.21)
|,sxxxx , ,sxxx , ,sxx , ,sx |=. (2.22)
Proof. From (2.6) and (2.10) we have (2.18). (2.20) and (2.21) are
direct consequences of (2.7), (2.11) and (2.12). K
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Lemma 2.3. There exists a positive constant =o such that for each given
positive =<=o , the solution in Corollary 2.2 satisfies
&nsx , hsx , nsxx , hsxx , nsxxx , hsxxx&2K1=, (2.23)
where K1 is independent of =.
Proof. Solving (2.3) and (2.4) for ,sx , substituting the resulting
equations into (2.5) and also noticing (2.7), we obtain
\p$(ns)ns &
j 2s
n3s+ rsxx+ js \
4Rs
n3s
&
Qhs
n2s
&
1
n2s+ rsx
&\1+Qns+ rs& js
Q
ns
qsx+\1&Qns + qs
=&\3j
2
s
n4s
+
p"(ns)
ns
&
p$(ns)
n2s + r2sx
+
Q
ns
rsqs&
Q2
n2s
(rs qs+rs+qs)2&D(x), (2.24)
\p$(hs)hs &
k2s
h3s+ qsxx+ks \
4Rs
h3s
&
Qns
h2s
&
1
h2s+ qsx
&\1+Qhs+ qs&ks
Q
hs
rsx+\1&Qhs+ rs
=&\3k
2
s
h4s
+
p"(hs)
hs
&
p$(hs)
h2s + q2sx
+
Q
hs
rsqs&
Q2
h2s
(rs qs+rs+qs)2+D(x). (2.25)
Differentiate (2.24), multiply the resulting equation by rsx and integrate
over x. Then after integration by parts, using Lemma 2.1, Cauchy’s
inequality and assumption (1.8), we see
|
+
& \
p$(ns)
ns
&C1=+ r2sxx(x) dx+|
+
& \1+
Q
ns
&C2 =+ r2sx(x) dx
&|
+
& \1&
Q
ns + rsx qsx(x) dx
C=+C3= &qsx &2, (2.26)
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where Ci (i=1, ..., 3) are positive constants independent of =. By similar
estimates we also see
|
+
& \
p$(hs)
hs
&C4=+ q2sxx(x) dx+|
+
& \1+
Q
hs
&C5=+ q2sx(x) dx
&|
+
& \1&
Q
hs+ rsx qsx(x) dx
C=+C6= &rsx &2, (2.27)
where Ci (i=4, ..., 6) are positive constants independent of =. Add (2.26)
and (2.27). Notice that
&|
+
& \1&
Q
ns+ rsx qsx(x) dx&
1
2 } 1&
Q
ns } |
+
&
(r2sx+q
2
sx)(x) dx,
(2.28)
&|
+
& \1&
Q
hs+ rsx qsx(x) dx&
1
2 } 1&
Q
hs } |
+
&
(r2sx+q
2
sx)(x) dx,
(2.29)
1+
Q
ns
&
1
2 } 1&
Q
ns }&
1
2 } 1&
Q
hs }min \1,
Q
ns+>0, (2.30)
1+
Q
hs
&
1
2 } 1&
Q
ns }&
1
2 } 1&
Q
hs }min \1,
Q
hs+>0. (2.31)
Therefore, choosing =o small enough we have
&rsxx , qsxx , rsx , qsx &22C=.
Now differentiate (2.24) and (2.25) twice, multiply the resulting equation
by rsxx and qsxx , respectively and integrate over x. We can easily show the
similar results for rsxxx and qsxxx . Noticing (2.7) we complete the proof of
Lemma 2.3. K
Corollary 2.4. Corollary 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 imply that
& jsx , ksx &2C=
and therefore,
&R(ns , hs)&2C=.
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Proof. Differentiating (2.3) and (2.4) and using Corollary 2.2 and
Lemma 2.3, we can easily obtain the result. K
3. MAIN RESULT
Denote j=nu and k=hv. We assume that the solution to (1.1)( 1.6) can
be expressed as
n=n
*
+N+ns ,
h=h
*
+H+hs ,
j=j
*
+J+ js , (3.1)
k=k
*
+K+ks ,
,x=,*x+8x+,sx ,
where the variables with subscript s are steady state solutions. For the
variables with capital letters, we require that they satisfy
(N&H )t+(J&K )x=0, (3.2)
(J&K )t=(ns+hs) 8x&(J&K), (3.3)
8xx=(N&H ). (3.4)
The reason for this will be clear in the next section. From these relations
we obtain
8xxt+(J&K )x=0.
We choose
8xt+(J&K)=0. (3.5)
From this we see that 8x satisfies
8xtt+8xt+(ns+hs) 8x=0. (3.6)
We solve (3.6) with the initial data
8x(x, 0)=|
x
&
(no&ho&(ns&hs)) dx,
(3.7)
8xt (x, 0)=&(J&K )(x, 0)=&(\’ V jo&\’ V ko&( js&ks)),
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where \’ is the mollifier with support ’. The general solution of (3.6) is
given by
8x=c1e&t2 cos *t+c2e&t2 sin *t,
where *= 12 - 4(ns+hs)&1. From (3.7) we have
c1=|
x
&
(no&ho&(ns&hs)) dx,
c2=
1
* {
1
2 |
x
&
(no&ho&(ns&hs)) dx&(\’ V jo&\’ V ko&( js&ks))= .
For N and J we require that they satisfy the following equations.
Nt+Jx=&Q(hs N+nsH )
=&Q(hs+ns) N+Qns8xx , (3.8)
Jt=ns 8x&J (3.9)
with the initial data
N(x, 0)=no&ns , J(x, 0)=&(\’ V jo& js).
We first solve (3.9) for J and then using (3.8) we find N. The forms of J
and N are given by
J=&(\’ V jo& js) e&t+|
t
0
e&(t&{)ns 8x d{,
N=(no&ns) e&Q(hs+ns) t+|
t
0
e&Q(hs+ns)(t&{)Qns8xx d{
+|
t
0
e&Q(hs+ns)(t&{)(\’ V jo& js)x e&{ d{
&|
t
0
e&Q(hs+ns)(t&{)|
{
0
e&({&s)(ns8x)x ds d{.
We can find H and K from N and J and using (3.4) and (3.5). It is not dif-
ficult to show that N, H, Jx , and Kx are in L2((0, ); H 2(R)) and that N,
J, H, and K approach 0 in B1(R) as t  . From the form of N it is clear
that it is sufficient to use \’ V jo in order to have the desired regularity
in N.
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We derive the equations that the variables with subscript V satisfy. Sub-
tracting (2.1)(2.5) from (1.1)(1.5), respectively and using (3.1), we obtain
n
*t
+ j
*x
=&Q(n
*
h
*
+Hn
*
+hsn*+Nh*+nsh*+NH ), (3.10)
h
*t
+k
*x
=&Q(n
*
h
*
+Hn
*
+hsn*+Nh*+nsh*+NH ), (3.11)
j
*t
+ j
*
+_( j*+J+ js)
2
n
*
+N+ns
&
j 2s
ns
+ p(n
*
+N+ns)& p(ns)&x
=(n
*
+N+ns)(,*x+8x+,sx)&ns8x&ns,sx
&_ j*+J+ jsn
*
+N+ns
R(n
*
+N+ns , h*+H+hs)&
js
ns
R(ns , hs)& , (3.12)
k
*t
+k
*
+_(k*+K+ks)
2
h
*
+hs
&
k2s
hs
+ p(h
*
+H+hs)& p(hs)&x
=&[(h
*
+H+hs)(,*x+8x+,sx)&hs8x&hs ,sx]
&_k*+K+ksh
*
+hs
R(n
*
+N+ns , h*+H+hs)&
ks
hs
R(ns , hs)& . (3.13)
,
*xx
=n
*
&h
*
. (3.14)
We try to find the solution satisfying (3.10)(3.14). From Corollary 2.2 we
know that the steady state solution (ns , hs , js , ks , ,sx)(x) is in B3(R).
Hence the study of the system (1.1)(1.5) is equivalent to the study of the
system (3.10)(3.14). The initial data for the system (3.10)(3.14) are given
by
n
*
(x, 0)#n
*o
(x)=0,
h
*
(x, 0)#h
*o
(x)=0,
j
*
(x, 0)#j
*o
(x)= jo&\’ V jo , (3.15)
k
*
(x, 0)#k
*o
(x)=ko&\’ V ko ,
,
*x
(x, 0)#,
*xo
(x)=0,
For jo and ko we assume that for every =>0 there exists ’o>0 such that
for all ’<’o
& jo&\’ V jo , ko&\’ V ko&=. (3.16)
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This condition is satisfied, for example, if there exists a positive constant xo
such that j $o and k$o are monotonically decreasing or increasing to zero on
(&, xo] and [xo , ). We define
E1(t)= sup
0st
(&n
*
, h
*
, j
*
, k
*
&22(s)+&,*x&
2
3 (s)),
F1(t)=|
t
0
(&n
*
, h
*
, j
*
, k
*
&22(s)+&,*x&
2
3 (s)) ds,
(3.17)
E
*
=&no&ns , ho&hs&22+&( jo& js)x , (ko&ks)x&
2
1
+sup
x } |
x
&
(no&ho&(ns&hs)) dx }+supx | jo& js , ko&ks |.
We assume that E
*
is finite. We also define a Banach space X[0, ) as
follows:
X[0, T )=[n
*
, h
*
, j
*
, k
*
, ,
*x
: (n
*
, h
*
, j
*
, k
*
) # C([0, T);
H2(R)) & L2([0, T); H2(R)),
,
*x
# C([0, T); H 3(R)) & L2([0, T ); H3(R))].
The solution of (3.10)(3.14) will be sought in X[0, ). In terms of the
original variables (n, h, u, v, ,x)(x, t), we obtain the following main
theorem for the isentropic case for two species. To prove the theorem, we
need the existence of the local solution and the a priori estimate. The exist-
ence of the local solution is proved in Lemma 4.1 and the a priori estimate
is proved in Lemma 4.2 in the next section. Then, by the standard
continuation argument we obtain the existence of global solutions.
Theorem 3.1. Let (ns , hs , js , ks , ,sx)(x) be the steady state solution
corresponding to ms . For the initial data jo and ko we assume that for every
=>0 there exists ’o>0 such that for all ’<’o (3.16) is satisfied. Then there
exists a positive constant $o such that if the initial data (no , ho , uo , vo)(x)
satisfies
&no&ns , ho&hs&22+&nouo& js , hovo&ks&
2
1
+sup
x } |
x
&
(no&ho&(ns&hs)) dx }
+sup
x
|nouo& js , hovo&ks |$o ,
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we have a unique global solution (n, h, u, v, ,x)(x, t) satisfying
(n&N&ns , h&H&hs , nu&J& js , hv&K&ks)(x, t)
# C([0, ); H2(R)) & L2([0, ); H2(R)),
(,x&8x&,sx)(x, t) # C([0, ); H3(R)) & L2([0, ); H 3(R)).
Moreover, the solution approaches the steady state solution (ns , hs , js , ks ,
,sx)(x) in H 1(R) as t  , i.e.
lim
t  
(&n&N&ns , h&N&hs , nu&J&nsus , hv&K&hsvs&1
+&,x&8x&,sx&2)(t)=0.
Remark 3.2. Usually we need the assumptions such as & (no&ho&
(ns&hs)) dx=0 and &x& (no&ho&(ns&hs)) dx& is small. Due to the
exponential decay in (N, H, J, K, 8x), we do not need such assumptions.
Also, as a by-product of the proof we will see that &x& (n&N&ns&
h+H+hs) dx& is finite and & (n&N&ns&h+H+hs)(x, t) dx=0.
4. LOCAL EXISTENCE AND A PRIORI ESTIMATE
In this section we show the local existence and a priori estimate which
prove Theorem 3.1. For this purpose we introduce an integrated variable
y defined by
yx=z=n*&h*.
Then, we have
yt=&w=&( j*&k*), (4.1)
y=,
*x
.
Subtracting (3.13) from (3.12), we have
ytt+ yt=_( j*+J+ js)
2
n
*
+N+ns
&
(k
*
+K+ks)2
h
*
+H+hs
&\j
2
s
ns
&
k2s
hs +&x
+[ p(n
*
+N+ns)& p(h*+H+hs)&( p(ns)& p(hs))]x
&[(n
*
+N+ns+h*+H+hs)( y+8x+,sx)
&(ns+hs) 8x&(ns+hs) ,sx]
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+\ j*+J+ jsn
*
+N+ns
&
k
*
+K+ks
h
*
+H+hs+ R(n*+N+ns , h*+H+hs)
&\ jsns &
ks
hs+ R(ns , hs). (4.2)
Hence the system (3.10)(3.14) can be written as
n
*t
+ j
*x
=&Q(n
*
(n
*
&z)+Hn
*
+hs n*+N(n*&z)+ns(n*&z)+NH ),
(4.3)
j
*t
+ j
*
+_( j*+J+ js)
2
n
*
+N+ns
&
j 2s
ns
+ p(n
*
+N+ns)& p(ns)&x
=(n
*
+N+ns)( y+8x+,sx)&ns8x&ns,sx
&_ j*+J+ jsn
*
+N+ns
R(n
*
+N+ns , n*&z+H+hs)&
js
ns
R(ns , hs)& ,
(4.4)
yt+w=0, (4.5)
zt+wx=0, (4.6)
wt+w+_( j*+J+ js)
2
n
*
+N+ns
&
(k
*
+K+ks)2
h
*
+H+hs
&\j
2
s
ns
&
k2s
hs +&x
+[ p(n
*
+N+ns)& p(h*+H+hs)&( p(ns)& p(hs))]x
&[(n
*
+N+ns+h*+H+hs)( y+8x+,sx)
&(ns+hs) 8x&(ns+hs) ,sx]
+\ j*+J+ jsn
*
+N+ns
&
k
*
+K+ks
h
*
+H+hs+ R(n*+N+ns , h*+H+hs)
&\ jsns &
ks
hs+ R(ns , hs), (4.7)
with initial values
(n
*
, j
*
, y, z, w)(x, 0)
=(0, jo&\’ V jo , 0, 0, jo&ko&\’ V jo+\’ V ko). (4.8)
Then we have the following lemma:
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Lemma 4.1. Assume that E
*
is finite. Then there is a time interval [0, T]
with T>0 so that the system (4.3)(4.7) and (4.8) has a unique solution
belonging to X[0, T].
Proof. The system (4.3)(4.7) can be written as
n
*t
+ j
*x
=Sn* ,
j
*t
+\p$(n)& j
2
n2+ n*x+
2j
n
j
*x
=Sj* ,
yt=Sy ,
zt+wx=Sz ,
wt+\ p$(n)& p$(h)& j
2
n2
+
k2
h2+ n*x
+\2jn &
2k
h + j*x+\p$(h)&
k2
h2+ zx+
2k
h
wx=Sw ,
where (Sn* , Sj* , Sy , Sz , Sw) are functions of (N, H, J, K, 8x , ns , hs , js , ks , ,s)
and their derivatives and functions of (n
*
, j
*
, y, z, w). Denote
V=(n
*
, j
*
, y, z, w)T,
F=\
0 1 0 0 0
+
p$(n)&
j 2
n2
2j
n
0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
p$(n)& p$(h)&
j 2
n2
+
k2
h2
2j
n
&
2k
h
0 p$(h)&
k2
h2
2k
h
and
S=(Sn* , Sj* , Sy , Sz , Sw)
T,
where the upperscript T is the transpose. Then the above system can be
written as
V
t
+F
V
x
=S. (4.9)
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From the theory in [14] and [15] it suffices to show that the system (4.9)
is a symmetric hyperbolic system, i.e., there exists a positive definite sym-
metric matrix Fo so that Fo F is also symmetric. From [14] and [15] we
can also assume that |n
*
, j
*
, y, z, w| is sufficiently small.
We construct the matrix Fo as follows. Suppose Fo has the form
p$(n)&
j 2
n2
+F11 F12 F13 F14 F15
F12 1+F22 F23 F24 F25
Fo= F13 F23 1 F34 F35 .
F14 F24 F34 p$(h)&
k2
h2
+F44 F45
F15 F25 F35 F45 1+F55
Then Fo is a symmetric matrix. Hence it suffices to find Fij (1i, j5) so
that they are sufficiently small and FoF is symmetric. By a lengthy but
direct calculation, such F ij (1i, j5) can be found. This completes the
proof of Lemma 4.1. K
Denote
E(t)= sup
0st
(&n
*
, h
*
, j
*
, k
*
, yt &22 (s)+&y&
2
3 (s)),
(4.10)
F(t)=|
t
0
(&n
*
, h
*
, j
*
, k
*
, yt&22 (s)+&y&23 (s)) ds.
We have the following lemma:
Lemma 4.2. Suppose there exists a local solution to (3.10)(3.14) with
(3.15) in X[0, T] for some T>0. Then there exist positive constants $o and
Co , independent of T, such that as far as (E*
12+E(t)12+=) F(t)$o ,
E(t)+F(t)Co(E(0)+E*) (4.11)
holds.
Proof. In the proof of Lemma 4.2, # denotes a positive constant that
can be arbitrarily small and ! represents a variable generated in Taylor
expansion. For example
f (x)& f (xo)= f $(xo)(x&xo)+
f "(!)
2
(x&xo)2.
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The proof consists of 7 steps. In step IIII we carry out the energy estimate
on y and in step IVVII we obtain the estimates on n
*
, h
*
, j
*
and k
*
.
Step I. Multiplying (4.2) by yt and integrating over x and t, we see
that
_12 |
+
&
y2t (x, s) dx&
s=t
s=0
+|
t
0
|
+
&
y2t (x, s) dx ds
=|
t
0
|
+
& _
( j
*
+J+ js)2
n
*
+N+ns
&
(k
*
+K+ks)2
h
*
+H+hs
&\ j
2
s
ns
&
k2s
hs+&x yt (x, s) dx ds
+|
t
0
|
+
&
[ p(n
*
+N+ns)& p(h*+H+hs)
_( p(ns)& p(hs))]x yt (x, s) dx ds
&|
t
0
|
+
&
[(n
*
+N+ns+h*+H+hs)( y+8x+,sx)
&(ns+hs) 8x&(ns+hs) ,sx] yt (x, s) dx ds
+|
t
0
|
+
& _\
j
*
+J+ js
n
*
+N+ns
&
k
*
+K+ks
h
*
+H+hs+
_R(n
*
+N+ns , h*+H+hs)
&\ jsns &
ks
hs+ R(ns , hs)& yt (x, s) dx ds
=I1+I2+I3+I4 .
In I1 , observing that &n* , h*, j* , k*&E(t)
12, &N, H, Jx , Kx&E*
12, and,
we obtain
I1=|
t
0
|
+
& _
ns( j*+J+ js)
2&(n
*
+N+ns) j 2s
ns(n*+N+ns)
&x yt (x, s) dx ds
&|
t
0
|
+
& _
hs(k*+K+ks)
2&(h
*
+H+hs) k2s
hs(h*+H+hs)
&x yt (x, s) dx ds
CE
*
+C(E
*
12+E 12+=) F(t).
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For I2 , using |ns&hs |<=, we have
I2=|
t
0
|
+
& _p$(ns)(n*+N )+
p"(!)
2
(n
*
+N )2
& p$(hs)(h*+H)&
p"(!)
2
(h
*
+H )2&x yt (x, s) dx ds
=&|
t
0
|
+
&
p$(ns)(n*&h*+N&H) ytx(x, s) dx ds
&|
t
0
|
+
&
[ p$(ns)& p$(hs)](h*+H ) ytx(x, s) dx ds
&|
t
0
|
+
& _
p"(!)
2
(n
*
+N )2&
p"(!)
2
(h
*
+H )2& ytx(x, s) dx ds
&|
t
0
|
+
&
p$(ns) yx ytx(x, s) dx ds+CE*
+C(E
*
12+E 12+=) F(t)
=CE
*
+C(E
*
12+E 12+=) F(t)&_12 |
+
&
p$(ns) y2x(x, s)&
s=t
s=0
.
I3=&|
t
0
|
+
&
[(n
*
+h
*
+N+H+ns+hs] yyt (x, s) dx ds
&|
t
0
|
+
&
[(n
*
+h
*
+N+H )(8x+,sx) yt (x, s) dx ds
&_12 |
+
&
(ns+hs) y2(x, s)&
s=t
s=0
+C(E
*
12+E(t)12+=) F(t).
Since | js , ks |<= and &nshs&1&<=, we have
I4=Q |
t
0
|
+
& _\
j
*
+J+ js
n
*
+N+ns
&
k
*
+K+ks
h
*
+H+hs +
_[(n
*
+N+ns)(h*+H+hs)&1]
&\ jsns &
ks
hs + (ns hs&1)& yt (x, s) dx ds
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=Q |
t
0
|
+
& \
j
*
+J+ js
n
*
+N+ns
&
k
*
+K+ks
h
*
+H+hs+
_[n
*
h
*
+(H+hs) n*+(N+ns) h*) yt (x, s) dx ds
+Q |
t
0
|
+
&
(nshs&1) _\ j*+J+ jsn
*
+N+ns
&
js
ns+
&\k*+K+ksh
*
+H+hs
&
ks
hs +& yt (x, s) dx ds
CE
*
+C(E
*
12+E 12+=) F(t)
Thus, combining the above estimates, we have
&yt , yx , y&2 (t)+|
t
0
&yt &2 (s) ds
CE(0)+CE
*
+C(E
*
12+E 12+=) F(t). (4.12)
Step II. Multiplying (4.2) by y and integrating over x and t, we see
that
|
t
0
|
+
&
( yty)t (x, s) dx ds&|
t
0
|
+
&
y2t (x, s) dx ds
+_12 |
+
&
y2(x, s) dx ds&
s=t
s=0
=|
t
0
|
+
& _
( j
*
+J+ js)2
n
*
+N+ns
&
(k
*
+K+ks)2
h
*
+H+hs
&\ j
2
s
ns
&
k2s
hs+&x y(x, s) dx ds
+|
t
0
|
+
&
[ p(n
*
+N+ns)& p(h*+H+hs)
&( p(ns)& p(hs))]x y(x, s) dx ds
&|
t
0
|
+
&
[(n
*
+N+ns+h*+H+hs)( y+8x+,sx)
&(ns+hs) 8x&(ns+hs) ,sx] y(x, s) dx ds
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+|
t
0
|
+
& _\
j
*
+J+ js
n
*
+N+ns
&
k
*
+K+ks
h
*
+H+hs+
_R(n
*
+N+ns , h*+H+hs)
&\ jsns &
ks
hs+ R(ns , hs)& y(x, s) dx ds
=II1+II2+II3+II4 .
II1 through II4 can be estimated in the same way as I1 through I4 . Thus,
we have
II1CE*+C(E*
12+E 12+=) F(t),
II2CE*+C(E*
12+E 12+=) F(t)&|
t
0
|
+
&
p$(ns) y2x(x, s) dx ds,
II3CE*+C(E*
12+E 12+=) F(t)&|
t
0
|
+
&
(ns+hs) y2(x, s) dx ds,
II4CE*+C(E*
12+E 12+=) F(t).
Therefore, we see that
&y&2 (t)+|
t
0
&yx , y&2 (s) ds
CE(0)+C=E
*
+C(E
*
12+E 12+=) F(t)
+C &yt&2 (t)+C |
t
0
&yt &2 (s) ds. (4.13)
Combining (4.12) and (4.13), we obtain
&yt , yx , y&2 (t)+|
t
0
&yt , yx , y&2 (s) ds
CE(0)+CE
*
+C(E
*
12+E 12+=) F(t). (4.14)
Step III. Differentiate (4.2), multiply the resulting equation by ytx
and integrate over x and t. Then differentiate (4.2), multiply the resulting
equation by yx and integrate over x and t. By similar estimates as those in
Steps I and II, we see that
&ytx , yxx , yx&2 (t)+|
t
0
&ytx , yxx , yx&2 (s) ds
CE(0)+CE
*
+C(E
*
12+E 12+=) F(t). (4.15)
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Combining (4.14) and (4.15), we have
&y&22 (t)+&yt&
2
1 (t)+|
t
0
(&y&22+&yt &
2
1)(s) ds
CE(0)+CE
*
+C(E
*
12+E 12+=) F(t). (4.16)
In order to complete the energy estimate, we need estimates for the third
derivatives of y. We can not obtain the estimates simply by differentiating
(4.2) twice and multiplying the resulting equation by ytxx and yxxx . If we
do so, it would create terms such as j
*xxx
ytxx , which are difficult to
estimate. To circumvent this difficulty, we first obtain the estimates for
j
*xx
, k
*xx
, n
*xx
and h
*xx
and then use (4.1) to obtain the estimates for ytxx
and yxxx . These estimates are carried out in Step IV through Step VII.
Step IV. Multiplying (3.12) by hsp$(ns) j* and integrating over x and t, we
see that
_12 |
+
&
hs
p$(ns)
j 2
*
(x, s) dx&
s=t
s=0
+|
t
0
|
+
&
hs
p$(ns)
j 2
*
(x, s) dx ds
=&|
t
0
|
+
& _
( j
*
+J+ js)2
n
*
+N+ns
&
j 2s
ns&x
hs
p$(ns)
j
*
(x, s) dx ds
&|
t
0
|
+
&
[ p(n
*
+N+ns)& p(ns)]x
hs
p$(ns)
j
*
(x, s) dx ds
+|
t
0
|
+
&
[(n
*
+N+ns)( y+8x+,sx)&ns 8x&ns,sx]
_
hs
p$(ns)
j
*
(x, s) dx ds
&|
t
0
|
+
& _
j
*
+J+ js
n
*
+N+ns
R(n
*
+N+ns , h*+H+hs)
&
js
ns
R(ns , hs)& hsp$(ns) j*(x, s) dx ds
=IV1+IV2+IV3+IV4 .
IV1 can be estimated in the same way as I1 . Thus
IV1CE(0)+CE*+C(E*
12+E12+=) F(t).
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From (3.10) we see that
IV2=|
t
0
|
+
&
[ p(n
*
+N+ns)& p(ns)]
hs
p$(ns)
j
*x
(x, s) dx ds
=&|
t
0
|
+
&
hs
p$(ns)
[ p(n
*
+N+ns)& p(ns)] n*t (x, s) dx ds
&Q |
t
0
|
+
&
hs
p$(ns)
[ p(n
*
+N+ns)& p(ns)]
_(n
*
h
*
+Hn
*
+hsn*+Nh*+nsh*+NH)(x, s) dx ds
=IV2A+IV2B .
IV2A=&|
t
0
|
+
&
hs
p$(ns)
[ p(n
*
+N+ns) n*t& p(ns) n*t](x, s) dx ds
=&_|
+
&
hs
p$(ns)
( p(n
*
+N+ns) n*& p(ns) n*)(x, s) dx&
s=t
s=0
+|
t
0
|
+
&
hs
p$(ns)
p$(n
*
+N+ns)(n*t+Nt) n*(x, s) dx ds
=&_|
+
&
hs
p$(ns) { p(n*+N+ns) n*& p(ns) n*
&
1
2
p$(n
*
+N+ns) n2*= (x, s) dx&
s=t
s=0
+|
t
0
|
+
&
hs
p$(ns) { p$(n*+N+ns) Ntn*
+
1
2
p"(n
*
+N+ns)(n*t+Nt) n
2
*= (x, s) dx ds
CE(0)+CE
*
+C(E
*
12+E12+=) F(t)
&_\12&#+ |
+
&
hs
p$(ns)
p$(ns) n2*(x, s) dx&
s=t
s=0
.
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IV2B=&Q |
t
0
|
+
&
hs
p$(ns)
p$(!)(n
*
+N )
_(n
*
h
*
+Hn
*
+Nh
*
+NH )(x, s) dx ds
&Q |
t
0
|
+
&
hs
p$(ns)
[ p(n
*
+N+ns)& p(ns)]
_(hsn*+nsh*)(x, s) dx ds
CE(0)+CE
*
+C(E
*
12+E12+=) F(t)
&Q |
t
0
|
+
&
hsn*(hsn*+nsh*)(x, s) dx ds
Hence,
IV2CE(0)+CE*+C(E*
12+E12+=) F(t)
&_\12&#+ |
+
&
hsn2*(x, s) dx&
s=t
s=0
&Q |
t
0
|
+
&
hsn*(hsn*+nsh*)(x, s) dx ds
IV3=|
t
0
|
+
&
hs
p$(ns)
[(n
*
+N+ns) y
+(n
*
+N ) 8x+(n*+N ) ,sx] j*(x, s) dx ds
CE
*
+C(E
*
12+E 12+=) F(t)
+# |
t
0
|
+
&
j 2
*
(x, s) dx ds+C |
t
0
|
+
&
y2(x, s) dx ds
IV4=&Q |
t
0
|
+
&
j
*
+J+ js
n
*
+N+ns
(n
*
h
*
+Hn
*
+hsn*
+Nh
*
+ns h*+NH ) j*(x, s) dx ds
&Q |
t
0
|
+
&
(nshs&1) \ j*+J+ jsn
*
+N+ns
&
js
ns+ j*(x, s) dx ds
CE
*
+C(E
*
12+E 12+=) F(t).
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Therefore,
_12 |
+
&
hs
p$(ns)
j 2
*
(x, s) dx&
s=t
s=0
+(1&#) |
t
0
|
+
&
j 2
*
(x, s) dx ds
CE
*
+C(E
*
12+E 12+=) F(t)&_\12&#+ |
+
&
hsn2*(x, s) dx&
s=t
s=0
&Q |
t
0
|
+
&
hsn*(hsn*+nsh*)(x, s) dx ds
+C |
t
0
|
+
&
y2(x, s) dx ds.
Thus,
& j
*
, n
*
&2 (t)+|
t
0
& j
*
&2 (s) ds+|
t
0
|
+
&
hsn*(hsn*+nsh*)(x, s) dx ds
CE(0)+CE
*
+C(E
*
12+E 12+=) F(t)+C |
t
0
&y&2 (s) ds. (4.17)
Multiply (3.13) by
ns
p$(hs)
k
*
and integrate over x and t. By similar estimates
as those in IV1IV4 we have
&k
*
, h
*
&2 (t)+|
t
0
&k
*
&2 (s) ds+|
t
0
|
+
&
nsh*(hsn*+nsh*)(x, s) dx ds
CE(0)+CE
*
+C(E
*
12+E 12+=) F(t)+C |
t
0
&y&2 (s) ds. (4.18)
Adding (4.17) and (4.18) and combining it with (4.16), we obtain
& j
*
, n
*
, k
*
, h
*
&2 (t)+|
t
0
& j
*
, k
*
&2 (s) ds
+|
t
0
|
+
&
(hsn*+nsh*)
2 (x, s) dx ds
CE(0)+CE
*
+C(E
*
12+E12+=) F(t)+C |
t
0
&y&2 (s) ds. (4.19)
Step V. Differentiate (3.12), multiplying the resulting equation by
hs
p$(ns)
j
*x
and integrating over x and t, we see that
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_12 |
+
&
hs
p$(ns)
j 2
*x
(x, s) dx&
s=t
s=0
+|
t
0
|
+
&
hs
p$(ns)
j 2
*x
(x, s) dx ds
=&|
t
0
|
+
& _
( j
*
+J+ js)2
n
*
+N+ns
&
j 2s
ns&xx
hs
p$(ns)
j
*x
(x, s) dx ds
&|
t
0
|
+
&
[ p(n
*
+N+ns)& p(ns)]xx
hs
p$(ns)
j
*x
(x, s) dx ds
+|
t
0
|
+
&
[(n
*
+N+ns)( y+8x+,sx)&ns 8x&ns,sx]x
&
hs
p$(ns)
j
*x
(x, s) dx ds
&|
t
0
|
+
& _
j
*
+J+ js
n
*
+N+ns
R(n
*
+N+ns , h*+H+hs)&
js
ns
R(ns , hs)&x
_
hs
p$(ns)
j
*x
(x, s) dx ds.
By similar estimates as those in step IV we have
& j
*x
, n
*x
&2 (t)+|
t
0
& j
*x
&2 (s) ds
+|
t
0
|
+
&
hs n*x(hsn*x+nsh*x)(x, s) dx ds
CE(0)+CE
*
+C(E
*
12+E 12+=) F(t)+C |
t
0
&yx&2 (s) ds. (4.20)
Performing the similar calculation for (3.13), we have
&k
*x
, h
*x
&2 (t)+|
t
0
&k
*x
&2 (s) ds
+|
t
0
|
+
&
ns h*x(hsn*x+nsh*x)(x, s) dx ds
CE(0)+CE
*
+C(E
*
12+E 12+=) F(t)+C |
t
0
&yx&2 (s) ds. (4.21)
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Adding (4.20), (4.21) and then combining it with (4.19) and (4.16), we
obtain
&y&22 (t)+&yt , j*, n* , k*, h*&
2
1 (t)+|
t
0
(&y&22+&yt , j* , n*, k* , h*&
2
1)(s) ds
CE(0)+CE
*
+C(E
*
12+E 12+=) F(t). (4.22)
Note that yx=n*&h*. Therefore, 
t
0 &yx , yxx&
2 (s) ds in (4.16)
and t0 
+
& [(hsn*+nsh*)
2+(hsn*x+nsh*x)
2](x, s) dx ds give rise to
t0 &n*, h*&
2
1 (s) ds.
Step VI. Differentiating (3.12) twice, multiplying the resulting
equation by
hs
p$(ns)
j
*xx
and integrating over x and t, we see that
_12 |
+
&
hs
p$(ns)
j 2
*xx
(x, s) dx&
s=t
s=0
+|
t
0
|
+
&
hs
p$(ns)
j 2
*xx
(x, s) dx ds
=&|
t
0
|
+
& _
( j
*
+J+ js)2
n
*
+N+ns
&
j 2s
ns &xxx
hs
p$(ns)
j
*xx
(x, s) dx ds
&|
t
0
|
+
&
[ p(n
*
+N+ns)& p(ns)]xxx
hs
p$(ns)
j
*xx
(x, s) dx ds
+|
t
0
|
+
&
[(n
*
+N+ns)( y+8x+,sx)&ns ,sx]xx
_
hs
p$(ns)
j
*xx
(x, s) dx ds
&|
t
0
|
+
& _
j
*
+J+ js
n
*
+N+ns
R(n
*
+N+ns , h*+H+hs)
&
js
ns
R(ns , hs)&xx
hs
p$(ns)
j
*xx
(x, s) dx ds
=VI1+VI2+VI3+VI4 .
In VI1 there are two terms needing attention. These terms and the corre-
sponding estimates are given below.
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|
t
0
|
+
&
hs
(n
*
+N+ns) p$(ns)
j
*
j
*xxx
j
*xx
(x, s) dx ds
|
t
0
|
+
&
hs
(n
*
+N+ns) p$(ns)
j
* \12 j*xx+
2
x
(x, s) dx ds
C(E
*
12+E12+=) F(t),
|
t
0
|
+
&
( j
*
+J+ js)2
(n
*
+N+ns)2
n
*xx
j
*xxx
(x, s) dx ds
CE(0)+CE
*
+C(E
*
12+E 12+=) &n
*xx
&2 (t)
+C(E
*
12+E 12+=) F(t).
For the second estimate (4.3) is used. The rest are similarly estimated as in
step IV and we have
& j
*xx
, n
*xx
&2 (t)+|
t
0
& j
*xx
&2(s) ds
+Q|
t
0
|
+
&
hs n*xx(hsn*xx+nsh*xx)(x, s) dx ds
CE(0)+CE
*
+C(E
*
12+E12+=) F(t)+C|
t
0
&yxx&2 (s) ds. (4.23)
Performing the similar calculation for (3.13), we have
&k
*xx
, h
*xx
&2 (t)+|
t
0
&k
*xx
&2(s) ds
+Q |
t
0
|
+
&
nsh*xx(hsn*xx+ns h*xx)(x, s) dx ds
CE(0)+CE
*
+C(E
*
12+E12+=) F(t)+C |
t
0
&yxx&2 (s) ds. (4.24)
Combining (4.23), (4.24), and (4.22) we obtain
&y, j
*
, n
*
, k
*
, h
*
&22 (t)+&yt&21 (t)+|
t
0
(&y&22+& j*, k*&
2
2+&yt&21)(s) ds
+|
t
0
&n
*
, h
*
&21 (s) ds+|
t
0
|
+
&
(hsn*xx+ns h*xx)
2 (x, s) dx ds
CE(0)+CE
*
+C(E
*
12+E12+=) F(t). (4.25)
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Step VII. We need to create the dissipation in n
*xx
and h
*xx
.
Differentiating (3.12), multiplying the resulting equation by n
*xx
and
integrating over x and t, we see that
|
t
0
|
+
&
[ p(n
*
+N+ns)& p(ns)]xx n*xx(x, s) dx ds
=&|
t
0
|
+
&
j
*tx
n
*xx
(x, s) dx ds&|
t
0
|
+
&
j
*x
n
*xx
(x, s) dx ds
&|
t
0
|
+
& _
( j
*
+J+ js)2
n
*
+N+ns
&
j 2s
ns&xx n*xx(x, s) dx ds
+|
t
0
|
+
&
[(n
*
+N+ns)( y+8x+,sx)&ns8x&ns,sx]x
_n
*xx
(x, s) dx ds
&|
t
0
|
+
& _
j
*
+J+ js
n
*
+N+ns
R(n
*
+N+ns , h*+H+hs)
&
js
ns
R(ns , hs)&x n*xx(x, s) dx ds
=VII1+VII2+VII3+VII4+VII5 .
|
t
0
|
+
&
[ p(n
*
+N+ns)& p(ns)]xx n*xx(x, s) dx ds
|
t
0
|
+
&
p$(ns) n2*xx(x, s) dx ds&CE*&C(E*
12+E 12+=) F(t).
VII1=|
t
0
|
+
&
j
*txx
n
*x
(x, s) dx ds
=|
t
0
|
+
&
( j
*xx
n
*x
)t (x, s) dx ds&|
t
0
|
+
&
j
*xx
n
*tx
(x, s) dx ds
CE(0)+
1
2 |
+
&
j 2
*xx
(x, t) dx+
1
2 |
+
&
n2
*x
(x, t) dx
&|
t
0
|
+
&
j
*xx
[&j
*x
&Q(n
*
h
*
+Hn
*
+hsn*+Nh*+nsh*+NH )]x (x, s) dx ds
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CE(0)+CE
*
+C(E
*
12+E 12+=) F(t)
+C |
+
&
( j 2
*xx
+n2
*x
)(x, t) dx
+C |
t
0
|
+
&
( j 2
*xx
+n2
*x
+h2
*x
)(x, s) dx ds
VII2C |
t
0
|
+
&
j 2
*x
(x, s) dx ds+# |
t
0
|
+
&
n2
*xx
(x, s) dx ds.
VII3 can be estimated the same way as IV1 .
VII3CE(0)+CE*+C(E*
12+E 12+=) F(t).
VII4 and VII5 can be estimated the same way as IV3 and IV4 .
VII4C(E(t)12+=) F(t)+# |
t
0
|
+
&
n2
*xx
(x, s) dx ds
+C |
t
0
|
+
&
y2x(x, s) dx ds.
VII5CE(0)+CE*+C(E*
12+E 12+=) F(t).
Therefore,
|
t
0
&n2
*xx
& (s) dsCE(0)+CE
*
+C(E
*
12+E12+=) F(t)
+C & j
*xx
, n
*x
&2 (t)
+C |
t
0
&n
*x
, h
*x
, j
*x
, j
*xx
, yx&2 (s) ds. (4.26)
Performing the similar estimate on (3.13), we have
|
t
0
&h
*xx
&2 (s) dsCE(0)+CE
*
+C(E
*
12+E12+=) F(t)
+C &k
*xx
, h
*x
&2 (t)
+C |
t
0
&n
*x
, h
*x
, k
*x
, k
*xx
, yx&2 (s) ds. (4.27)
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Combining (4.26), (4.27), and (4.25) and using (4.1), we obtain
&y&23 (t)+&yt , j* , n*, k*, h*&
2
1 (t)
+|
t
0
(&y&23+&yt , j* , n*, k* , h*&
2
2+&yt&21)(s) ds
CE(0)+CE
*
+C(E
*
12+E 12+=) F(t). (4.28)
Note that &yxxx &2&n*xx&
2+&h
*xx
&2 holds.
Therefore there exist positive constant $o and Co such that if E*
12+
E12+=$o , we have the a priori estimate
E(t)+F(t)Co(E(0)+E*),
which completes the proof of Lemma 4.2. K
Once the existence of local solution and the a priori estimate are
obtained, we can apply the standard continuation argument such as in
[13] to show the existence of a unique global solution to (3.10)(3.14) in
X(0, ), satisfying (3.15).
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